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Ⅲ Vitrine Screen：

The vitrine screen has the remarkable advantage in scene. 

When consumers go through the vitrine, the vitrine Led screen 

that is playing gorgeous advertisements can easily catch their 

eyes. Then consumers will remember the store and even come 

to the store buying something. The vitrine screen is very 

suitable for the advertising publicity of brand stores.

The P6.5 soldering modules are appropriate for vitrines. It is 

super-light, ultra-thin and highly-transparent. It is bendable 

and clipping without affecting the original structure of 

architectures. As the led screen is directly stuck to glasses, the 

installation is convenient and quick.

The application value of LED vitrine screen:

1. advertising value, information spreading, constant

advertisement playing

2. illuminating the ambience, adding technology and color

3. enhancing brand image, the integration of technology

and appearance
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1. Engineering Cases（Parts）

Vitrine Screen in Zhangjiagang Showroom

Dalian Vastitude Media
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Vitrine Screen near Mt.Fuji

Pedestrian street of the Big Wild Goose Pagoda
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PLK TONG NAI KAN COLLEGE

Dubai Men’s College
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Suning Offline Store

Jingdong Unmanned Store
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JBL Audio Store (7 chain stores)

Shanghai Business Hall of China Mobile
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Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (8 Branches)

Bank of Communications in Guangzhou
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Everbright Bank in Guizhou Province

Guiyang Bank in Guizhou Province
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Street Window in Portugal

Hong Kong Fitness Center
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Vitrine of Dongfeng 4s Automotive Shop

MMC Vitrine Screen
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Palace Cinema in Beijing

Tourist Building in Harbin
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Ⅵ Product Introduction:
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1. The Composition of Components：

（1）The Technology of Led Light： large

chip 9X13μultrathin package, low current

and high brightness, long working life;

（2）The Technology of IC: BAG wafer, ultra-thin and super-light, fast heat

dissipation, less failures, constant low temperature, strong functionality. It can

be used to make the product of 1mm in thickness and 0.1kg in weight.

Bare wafer drive IC 1080umx1180umx170um Luminous bare chip 254umx400umx150um

（3）The Technology of PCB: the ultra-thin

printed circuit board, the gold-plating of the

surface, 1um harmomegathus control, fast

electric and thermal conduction and long

working life.

（4）The Technology of PC: optical and

highly-transparent fire retardant panel,

transparent and dust-proof
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2. The Technical Advantages：

2.1 The Advantage of Drive IC

（1）The most advanced semi-conductor Chip Scale Package technology can

directly replace the Wire Bonding type of traditional package, which can curtail
the distance from PCB soldering plate to drive chip and make electric
capability more reliable and heat dissipation faster. The stability of drive chip is
greatly enhanced compared to traditional package and the product is thinner
and lighter.

（2）To totally change the design idea of traditional display. The display screen

was designed according to the mainstream drive on the market before. TIEGE
adopts the opposite mode. We design the drive IC according to the display
screen, making drive foot definition and logic circuit more conforms to
back-end processing technology without affecting front-end technology. Under
this premise, the product design is enormously simplified. We can use
double-sided plate to design what conventional products need multiple-layer
plate to do.

2.2 The Advantages of Production Craftwork

（1）The size of the IC pad packaged by CSP is 150um*150um and a

1180um*1180um*300um driver chip has 13 legs, which has a high demand for
mounting and soldering. We meet the requirement of volume production
through high-end purification workshop, advanced equipment and
technological requirement and experiences concluded by repeated experiment.
The harmomegathus of 480mm PCB is very large and our company finally
masters the detailed way of harmomegathus through countless experiments.

（2）As the pad is small in size and large in quantity, which has a high

requirement for print and the quality of print cannot be judged by naked eyes
and general equipment, TIEGE solves the problem through special-purchased
testing machine.
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3. Main Advantages Compared to Conventional LED Screen：

No. Category Adhesive Led Screen Conventional LED Screen

1 Weight ≤3.5 kg/㎡ 20~30 kg/㎡

2 Thickness ≤3 mm Cabinet thickness:150~250 mm

3 Light transmission
60% to 90% light transmission in any

direction
Not transparent, black in all

4
The way of
installation

Easy installation structure Complex installation structure

5
Flexible and
clipping

Bendable and clipping Unable to clip and bend

6

The
progressiveness of

technology
bare wafer technology Traditional led technology

7 Drive mode Static drive Dynamic drive

8
The way of heat
dissipation

The principle of pinpoint heat dissipation,
strong heat dissipation,long working life

Traditional technology of heat dissipation

9
Structural
Installation

Not changing the original building
structure

changing the original building structure

10
The way of
maintenance

Remove and replace in one minute Difficult to change modules, high cost

11
The cost of

external structure
Low cost of structure High cost of structure

12 Destructiveness
resistance to fall, crack, collision and

pollution
no resistance to fall, crack, collision and

pollution

13 Failure rate Less connectors, low failure rate
more connectors,easy short circuit,more

failure

14 Energy saving
save 20% to 40% energy than
conventional screen, less power

consumption
Not energy-saving

15
Production
environment

1000-level and 10000-level purification
workshop

General workshop

16 Daily Maintenance The dust can be wiped and swept Easy to accumulate dust

17
Waterproof and

fireproof
Waterproof and fireproof on both sides not waterproof and moisture-proof

18 Working life more than 8 years 3 to 6 years




